
THE OLD HOUSE OF
CONVALESCENCE



Welcome to the old House of Convalescense

The House of Convalescence of the old Hospital of the Holy Cross is one of the last 
Renaissance buildings that were made in Barcelona just before the irruption of 
the baroque. It was built at the end of the 17th century attached to the wall of the 
hospital, so that the patients could finish their recovery.

The ceramic decoration of the House of Convalescence constitutes one of the most 
remarkable collections of all the Catalan ceramics, highlighting the ceiling of the 
main hall, work of the ceramist Llorenç Passoles. Without letting pass the precious 
painting of the chapel of Saint Paul by Josep Bal, considered the Catalan Sistine 
Chapel, a masterpiece and well preserved.

Protecting the cloister is the sculpture of Saint Paul, work of Lluís Bonifaç, crowns 
the central water well that provided water to the entire House.

Currently the building includes the Institute of Catalan Studies since 1931, an 
institution dedicated to the dissemination and research of Catalan culture and 
sciences.

The wide variety of rooms can accommodate corporate events of different nature,
excellence and uniqueness as premier reference: presentations, breakfast and
dinners, conferences, commercials, fashion shows, recordings, weddings, press
conferences, etc.







Cloister / Courtyard:
Cloister / Patio:
All the audiovisual equipment for the realization of an 
event is According to the Needs of the client.
- Rac mobile megaphone
- Projector + projection screen
- Wireless microphone
- Outdoor patio lighting
- Interior lighting
- etc
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Room Pi i Sunyer
Dispose of:
- Public address system
- Projection cannon
- Videoconference
- Digital video recording
- DVD projection
- Wifi

Surface 67

Capacity

42 paxAuditorium



Room Prat de la Riba
Dispose of:
- Public address system
- Projection cannon
- Videoconference
- Digital video recording
- DVD projection
- Wifi

Surface 158

Capacity

156 paxAuditorium



Room Pere i Joan Coromines
Dispose of:
- Public address system
- Projection cannon
- Videoconference
- Digital video recording
- DVD projection
- Wifi

Surface 108

Capacity

90 paxAuditorium



Room Nicolau d’Olwer
Dispose of:
- Digital video recording
- Live video broadcast
- Public address system
- Monitor
- Board
- Wifi

Surface 70

Capacity

49 paxAuditorium



Room Puig i Cadafalch 
Dispose of:
- Digital video recording
- Emissió video in directe
- Megafonia
- Monitor
- Pissarra
- Wifi

Surface 81

Capacity

49 paxMeeting



Sala Fontserè 
Dispose of:
- Projection cannon
- Board
- Wifi

Surface 21

Capacity

16 paxMeeting



Public Transport
1- With the Barcelona underground:                        Liceu
2- With Bus: nº 59, nº V13

Private Transport 
1 - Parking La Boqueria: Calle de les Floristes de la Rambla, 8, 08001 Barcelona 
2 - Take a look other parkings lots in the area.

Location
The old House of Convalecence
Calle del Carme, 47, 08001 Barcelona
 
GPS coordinates 
41.38138, 2.168874

The old House of Convalecence is located at 5 min from the 
Liceu (L3) underground

¿How to get there?
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